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Harlow to head sports communications
by Michele Guilmette
Staff Writer
In an administrative attempt to
strengthen the sports information
program at UMO, Leonard N. Harlow,
director of public information and
central services(PICS) since 1975, has
been named to the newly created
position of director of sports communications.
The appointment, made by UMO
President Dr. Paul H. Silverman, will
be effective as of Nov. 1, 1982. Alden
E. Stuart, assistant vice-president for
finance and administration, will serve
in an interim capacity as director of
PICS.
Harlow, along with Drew Finnie,
sports information specialist with'
since March of this year, will

pics

become part of a staff designed to
complement the department of
physical education and athletics.
The two-member staff will be
responsible for publicizing and promoting
UMO's
Div.-I
intercollegiate athletic programs and will
be located in the Memorial Gythnasium.
Harlow said for the past two years he
has recommended additional staff for
sports information because of the
increased demands of media and
athletic regulatory associations.
"It's been a long-term desire of the
athletic administration and others to
have at least the same kind of set up
that
other
Div.-I
athletic
programs around the country have,"
he said.
He said other Div.-! schools

vol. 91 no. 34

are being updated in their athletic and
sports information programs and
UMO is one of the few that does not
have two people working on the sports
information staff.
Harlow cited the University of
Vermont and the University of New
Hampshire as examples. "UVM has
two full-time people in their sports
information program, even without a
varsity football program, and UNH
has three full-time people," he said.
Acting Vice-president for Finance
and Administration, Dr. John D.
Coupe said, "After considerable
thought, I came to the conclusion that
we really do need two people to
function effectively and they should be
tied directly to the athletic department
so they can report to the director and
have easier access to the coaches."
Continued on page 3
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Trustee Monaghan critical of UMaine system

Pres. Silverman,
criticism by Trustee

there is not enough time for teachers to
impart as much knowledge as the

administration would like. (PICS
photo by Jack Walas)

by Michael Davis
Staff Writer

read Moby Dick, not even know who
W. Somerset
Maugham
Monaghan said.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy
cited the discussion as the first of such
dialogues between UMaine trustees
and presidents at BOT meetings. This
one, which McCarthy called, "What
the university is," might keep the two
posts abreast of each other's perspectives, he said. About 30 people
attended the session held at BCC's
Student Union Building.
"It fascinates me," said Monaghan,
a 1954 graduate of UMO, "that you
can allow people to major in things like
criminal justice, recreation..."
Monaghan. a lawyer practicing in the
Portland area, suggested that presidents establish a core curricula for
every student attending UMaine colleges.
"We get int6 these trades and we
don't have _the_time to do all the
thing we'd like to do," Monaghan

continued. "Stop talking about financial gains (derived from a college
education). Start talking about enriching your life and contributing to the
richness of American life."
The presidents' table was placed
directly opposite Monaghan. Varying
responses came from them after a
momentary pause.
Interim UM Farmington President
Theodore P. Emery said that concerning a core curricula, no one standard
exists between the seven UMaine
colleges. "To the best of my knowledge," he conceeded, "we do not
have a legislative list."
MAO President Paul H. Silverman
said the current four-year or five-year
programs are limited to circumstances. There is not enough time for
teachers to impart as much knowledge to their students as the
administration would like.
--There is a required -set---ofcourses," Silverman said. "The so-

UMaine Board of Trustees Chairman Thomas F. Monaghan criticized
presidents of the seven campuses,
saying there are great gaps in the
educational system.
He said someone who majors in
mechanical engineering should be
exposed to art appreciation and music
appreciation and the great works
during the first three years of colle&e.
Then he or she should concentrate on
bridge-building in one's senior year.
"Something's tragically wrong with
what you're doing," he told the seven
presidents Monday at the monthly
BOT meeting. "It puzzles me how it is
possible, for anybody to come out of
your institutions, in many ways, as
liberally ignorant as they are today.
How _can anybody possibly god four
years through college and not have

called area requirements."
"They attempt, in each case, to
expose the student to the natural
sciences, to philosophy and literature
and art—in--order to convey to them
what is indeed the essence of their
heritage," he said.
In other business, William J.
Sullivan, vice chancellor for administration and the university treasurer,
reported to the trustees that UMaine
ties with some of the 10 corporations
operating in apartheid South Africa
are now void. Total divestment should
reach completion by next month,
depending on market conditions. The
university will sell the remaining stock
when a possible gain on existing
holdings seem likely. UMaine will
then invest prudishly in another
form, he said. The trustees voted to
divest university holdings with corporations operating in South Africa July
26.
Sources say that between the
stocks' market value (cost of the stocks
when UMaine bought them) compared
to the stocks' book value (value when
UMaine sold them), Maine has
grossed $159,998 profit so far. The
relinquished stock, with listings of its
market and book value, are; Johnson
and Johnson, $252,675-4290,500
($37,825 profit); American Cyanamid
S226,037--S264,000 ($37,963 profit);
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, $149,550-4156,135($6,585 profit)
and American International Group,
$180,000--S257,625 ($77,625 profit).
Remaining UMaine stocks with ties
in South Africa include: Colgate-Palmolive, market value $253,125;
Goodyear, market value of $232,500
and Sieelle G.D., $239,750. These
figures are listed in UMaine's Statement of Assets as of July 26, 1982.
Divestment from all 10 companies will
take six months, if the proceedings are
conducted in an orderly fashion. said Richard Harshman, director of University Grants and Contracts.
Chancellor McCarthy said UMaine
ro eges t. pc,;pence -a slight increase
Continued on page 3
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University athletessought bypros

•

by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
Sometimes the pigskin is worth
more than the sheepskin.
With high salaries and bonuses -on
the line, college athletes are often
tempted by the prospects of a pro
career.

"At the level we play, the boy is
really art athlete first and a student
second, we were really kidding
ourselves to think otherwise," Alabama football coach Bear Bryant has
While the University of Maine is not
on the same level as an Alabama or a
UCLA, several Black Bear athletes

* *Police Blotter **
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer
.Andrew Tripp, 22, of Stillwater, was arrested Thursday
on charges of operating under
the influence of intoxicating
beverages. Tripp's vehicle %vs
stopped in the Memorial. Gym
parking lot.
Ronald Pinette, 19, of Westbrook was arrested on Saturday
Oct. 16, for operating under the
influence of intoxicating beverages. Pinette's vehicle was
stopped on Munson Road.
George Weinbel, 22, of Orono
was arrested Monday on
charges of receiving stolen
property. The property in question was a 27-inch Panasonic
10-speed bicycle. The value of
the bicycle ws $150. Bail for
Weinbel was set at $1.000.

e

Eric Griffin, reported an
attempted burglary at the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity house
Monday. A second floor fire
escape door had some hinges
partially removed with a prying
tool.
Kimberly Tracy of Brewer,
reported a complaint termed as
malicious mischief by police
Friday. Tracy's car, which had
been parked in the skating rink
parking lot had had four tires
slashed. Damage was estimated
at $500.
Thomas Crocker, of Old
Town, reported a damapd
window to police last Thursday.
Crocker. who v. a s delivering
pizza for Napoli's Pizza, observed a rock strike the windshield of the 1970 Chevrolet
Malibu. Damage to the windshield was estimated at $90.

over the years have raised the
attention of professional scouts and
agents.
College World Series appearances
in 1976, '81 and '82 have brought
national attention to the UMO baseball team, which has produced a major
league pitcher from the 1976 team in
Bert Roberge of the Houston Astros.
Several former UMO stars are now in
the minor leagues, such as Joe
Johnson. Kevin Buckley. Pete Adams.
Mark Sutton. Brian Butterfield and
Donnie Mason.
But the team's success has also
brought some problems. Coach John
Winkin said that the closest he has
come to trouble was at the 1981 ECAC
tournament when an agent tried to
tamper with two Maine seniors.
"I told him, 'Look, now is not the
time,'"Winkin said. "It's something
I have to be alert for, but it's tough to
guard against because some agents
try to skirt that in many ways by
contacting them on their own."
Under NCAA rules, it is illegal for
college—iithletes ,to :negotiate with
agents before their eligibility is
completed. If they do,, they lose their
remaining eligibility.
The agent, though, can be very
important to a player looking for a pro
career. A quality agent can assure a
player of earning his market value,
and possibly more.
In 1980 Rufus Harris, Maine's all
time leading scorer in basketball, was
drafted by the Boston Celtics. Harris
was represented by Michael E. Jones,
a lawyer on the faculty at the
University of New Hampshire who is a
professional agent.
The Celtics tried to sign Harris to
the minimum NBA contract (35,00)
before he went to training camp, but
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Jones advised against it. Therefore, if
Harris had been a big surprise at
camp and made the Celtics, he could
have signed a larger contract instead
of being stuck with the minimum.
Several UMO hockey players have
turned professional, such as Jeff
Nord, Gary Conn and Andre Aubut.
All are now out of professional hockey
after very short careers.
Nord left Maine before his senior
year two years ago to play goalie in the
St. Louis Blues organization. He
retired from hockey last week after he
was sent down from Salt Lake City in
the Central Hockey League (The
highest level of minor league hockey
to the Atlantic Coast League).
"Talk means nothing until there's a
contract, but when the money is
actually on the table, a boy has some
hard thinking to do," Semler said. '11you're a good player, it's hard to pass up an opportunity, that might not--_
happen again.Football players are not eligible to
play in the NFL until their college
class has graduated. All eyes were on
Herschel Walker, Georgia's superstar
junior tailback. earlier this year as he
briefly debated challenging the NFL
draft policy in court, but decided
against it.
The best known player Maine has
sent to the NFL is linebacker Chris
Keating of the Buffalo Bills.

Read the
Maine Campus
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(CREATIVE
FREEDOM
In the age of information technology, a company
—whose sales of $1.7 billion annually 3nd whose
products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communication — is making creative freedom a reality
for their new graduates.
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Oc
, eanography in limbo

by Jim Counihan
Staff Writer

Bryan R. Pearce, an Associate
Professor of Civil Engineering, is also
part of the Oceanography Program.
"We want to look forward from this
As
assistant to Fink, Pearce has seen
point. What happened has hapchanges in the teaching of Oceanopened," says L.K. (Ken) Fink,
graphy at UMO.
coordinator of the UMO OceanProfessor Pearce says,' The UMO
ography program. Associate Professor
administration is-not really committed
Fink has seen Oceanography at the
to Oceanography." Until changes are
University of Maine downgraded from
made in prevailing attitudes Pearce
a department to an inter-disciplinary
hopes
the program can be made as
program. Despite past problems Fink
strong as possible.
One way to
is optimistic.
accomplish this is to keep oceano"What happened was someone, and
graphy restricted to graduate level
.1 couldn't tell you who, said that if you
studies.
look at the cost per faculty member of
Pearce also says, "The program
those people (in the Oceanography
desperately needs to be stronger in
Department) it's four times as expenthe biological sciences.
sive for half as much productivity,"
Pearce hopes the program will be
Fink said.
able to attract more faculty from the
He said the figures given to prove
life sciences.
the high cost of the department
Pearce was part of a committee
included figures for the maintenance which made
recommendations to
of the university's Darling Research President Silverma
n concerning the
Center, on the Damariscotta River progress of
the reconstituted Oceanoestuary.
graphy Department. His report has
"That's equivalent to saying that if not yet been
acted upon.
you're majoring in Library Science you
In the report, Pearce suggested the
should figure in the costs of Fogler use of "seed
money." He says the
Library: if you're in Geology figure in spending of $I
million over the next
the cost of running Boardman Hall," five years on new
faculty and research
says Fink. Professor Fink believes the could return
money to the university at
figures are distorted in the case of a rate of 3 to 1.
The returns would
Oceanography because of the inclu- come from "soft
money," which are
sion of costs for boats, boat captains, grants from either
the gtWernment or
the maintenance staff and others.
industry for research.
Ftlisays, "It's pretty unfair. They
Fink says, "At the present time
figured by reconstituting Oceanothere are a very limited number of
graphy as a program it should be less oceanography program
faculty inexpensive."
volved in teaching oceanographic
He said the process of reconstitu- courses--that's somethin
g we have to
ting the Oceanography Department change."
was done by a committee. We never
Professor Fink says, "The main
were able to find out who the
point I'd like to make is that we're
committee was- we asked specifically taking a very
positive approach --a lot
for names."
of the past has not been positive."

UMO/BCC 1FRANCO-AMERICANS:
A VALUABLE RESOURCE
October
Dear UMO/BCC Student:
For nearly two years some members of the University of Maine at Orono (students,
faculty,
and staff) have been working in Haiti building fish ponds, developing plans for
reforestation,
developing literacy materials for school age children, etc. It has now become very
obvious to the
administrators of the Haiti effort that a knowledge of French is very helpful in order
to have an
effective interaction at the village level. The University has also become aware that
a significant
number of UMO/BCC students speak french natively.
You are, therefore, invited to a meeting on November 2, 1982, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Bangor
Lounge of the Memorial Union Building, at the Orono campus. The meeting will
deal with the
UMO/BCC Franco-Americans as a valuable resource. International Agricultural
Programs is
particularly interested in those Franco-Americans who have a native ability to speak
French for
work in French speaking Afriei and in Haiti. -Three Franco-Americans: John Benoit of
Lewiston,
Yvon Labbe of Madison, and Bernard Yvon of Chicopee, MA, have recently visited
Haiti and
were able to use their Maine/New England French with ease. They will be there that
evening
along with Frank Roberts of the International Agricultural Programs Office to relate
their
experiences. Carol Belanger of Van Buren will also be there. She has recently returned
from Zaire
where she found that her Maine French was of great value.
Please join us at the November 2 informational meeting to learn how your Maine/New
England
French can be useful in helping the University of Maine work with French speaking
Africa and
Haiti. People with all sorts of work skills, expertise and interests are needed.
Please fill out the attached coupon by October 29.
,to let us know whether or not you are coming
and to give us an idea of your interests. Please send to:
•
UMO/BCC Franco-Americans: A Valuable Resource
FAR.0.0.
Fernald Hall
UMO Campus

Yvon A. Labbe
John R. Benoit

.
will/will not attend the November 2 meeting of "UMO/BCC
Franco-Americans: A Valuable Resource."
I am/am not interested in further information.
Address: Home Town
UMO/BCC
Telephone:
Class:

Major:

Comments:

P.S.: Some additional information on Haiti is available on Pages 4 & 5 of the October issue of
Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

The islands of Frenchman's Bay.(Snow photo)

M

onaghan Continued from page 1
seven campuses, has a total enrollin students enrolled this fall. There
ment of 11,651, an increase of 3
are 27,768 students currently enrolled,
percent (336 students). Of the total
an increase of 46 students over last
enrollment, 9,373 are full-time, an
year. Generally, there was a 1.1
increase of 1.2 percent (109 students).
percent decline in full-time students in
The remaining 2,278 represent partUMaine colleges with a 2.4 percent
time enrollment, which had an inincrease in part-time enrollments.
crease of 11.1 percent (227 students).
UMO, the most .populated of the

H

arlow Continued from page

ltarlow will report to Stuart Haskell
Jr., acting director of physical education and athletics.
Commenting on the appointment
Haskell said, "Len's acceptance of
this new position represents a real
gain for the intercollegiate games at
UMO. All of the coaches and I are
committed to developing high quality
athletic teams and associated programs such as medical training care,
sports information, ticket handling
and promotion which require outstanding people to assist coaches in
their assignments."

Although location at the Memorial
Gymnasium will seperate Harlow and
Finnie from many of the resources
located
at
P1CS,
Harlow said, "That problem can be
overcome." Tle sports information staff will
provide additional exposure for UMO
athletic programs on regional and
national levels. Responsibilities also
entail all publicity for men's and
women's intercollegiate programs,,
such as the preparation of brochures,
media guides and special publications
for the athletic department.
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Opinion
Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BUR R ALL

One for the Yankee
The Maine Yankee Atomic Power Plant is a crucial
part of the state's economy. Closing the plant would
increase electric rates by 28 percent, an added
expense that most Mainers cannot afford.

Businessmen in the paper industry, manufacturing
the blueberry industry and the potato industry have
said that closing the plant would negatively affect the
day-to-day operations and the expansion of their
businesses.

Maine Yankee supplies nearly 30 percent of the
state's electrical energy requirements and it does so at
one-third the cost of oil-fired plants.

Along with maintaining the source of needed
power, employees at Maine Yankee should concern
themselves with the stepping up of safety regulations
on the plant. Storage of used fuel rods and
maintenance of valves should be of major concern to
Maine Yankee employees if they want to continue
providing safe power to Maine.

Maine's demand for electricity is projected to
if-if:cease some 18 percent from the beginning of 1982
to 1987. In the five years following a shutdown,..._ _
Maine consumers would be required to pay close to
$1 billion extra for replacement power.

With Maine industry and jobs at stake, closing the
plant would mean a devastated state economy.
_ Keeping Maine Yankee open is part of the
foundation on which to build economic recovery.

Jobs are provided directly and indirectly by the
presence of Maine Yankee. Besides the more than
100 people employed at the Wiscasset plant, many
large and small businesses rely on the power
generated by the plant.

N.S.
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Some
Advice
I have always wanted to be a
songwriter so I decided to get
some pointers on the art during
October Break.
After three hours on the horn
running up 3 nice bill for New
England Telephone, I. got in
toueh with Bonnie Raitt, Carlos
Santana, Joan Armatrading and
Bob Dylan.
We sat around my Orono
studio and discussed song
writing.
"You have to think of people
when you work' on a song. Write
something the folks can relate
to,- Raitt said.
Santana disagreed. "Don't
write for the people. Write for
yourself.
Write to satisfy
yourself. You can never predict
people. You can never tell what
people will grasp and make
good. If it satisfies you, then it
be good."
"Like a carpenter," Armatrading said, "you have to know
your tools.
Many excellent
lyricists are nothing but good
poets. Poetry is a valuable tool
in this business just as is
repetition, accent, meter, assonance, alliteration, beat, caesuras, rhythm and symbolism.
There are so many tools and
elements available to the songwriter."
"I like to tell stories in my
songs," Dylan said. "People
love to hear stories and they
love to have stories told to them."
Raitt said, "I don't write all
my stuff, but I believe in
variety. You can't always write
about love and men."
Dylan agreed. "You can't
always write about love and
women either, Tom. You have
to write from the soul. You have
to write from the mind. Write'
from the heart. You have to
write your feelings. Deep, inner
feelings. And in turn, not only
do you have to make each song
different, each album must be
different. Variety is the key."
"Songs," Santana said.
"aren't great art only because
of their lyrics.
Many great
--swags are.--gireo --tecattie_ they
have great music to go with
their words. Your musicians
-play as major a role in your song
as your wrds. There are many
well-writen tunes out there that
go unnoticed because of poor
instrumentation."
"You have to be different,"
Armatrading said. "You have
to develop your own style, but
then again, you can't be bound
to only one style."
"You mean there are no
established rules in song
writing." I said.
Bonnie. Carlos, Joan and Bob
agreed.
Now that I have the ink _flowin', watch out Bonnie, Bob.
Carlos and Joan, 'cause I'm
writitc- some songs and I'm
tot
—frui" out -There to join you all.
11111=1111.1.
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A SpecialIssue

Essays on the nuclear arms race

_

Spoon fed
myths
by Eric T.Olsen
.a'.ri
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!most dails, one of our
i
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s
national leaders such as
1
...
.
.
f.'
President Ronald Reagan
or
Defense
Secretars
Casper Neinhurger declares the need
For a massise armaments build-up.
This theme is often reiterated hs a host
Above: the dropping of the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima in
of politicians, militars spokesmen.
August of 1945 caused greater devastation than anyone could
local officials. esen tines ersits
anticipate
. Right: Launched from a submarine, this Tident 1
professors.
Accompansing these
missile contains more destructive power than all the explosive
pleas to extend the arms race are
power harnessed by ntan to date.
ominous warnings of Soviet militars
expansion and the threat this poses to
our "national securits .'• All of this
war hype inesilahls leads to an
expanded Pentagon budget. If allowed
to continue, as it has for the past three
decades, the war economs will cause
political and social strains that will lead
to the use of the amassed weapons. In
the nuclear age, such potential
unleashing of arsenals is the greatest
bread) of securits imaginable.
Candidates for political office,
militars personnel and national
securits analssis inundate us with facts
and figures concerning "strategic
balance." Ne are supposed to feet
"safe" if the t niled Slates is "ahead"
in numbers of particular weapons. N e
are to feel "scared" if the SO% let I nion
is catching up in weapons technologs.
Histors has shown that such alarmist
campaigns are 'nerds phis. hs the
Pentagon to secure support for the
financing of expensise weapons
ssstems. In 1960. for example. the
Pentagon alleged a "missile gap"
because, the milli:Ars asserted, the
Sos ides were deplosing ''hundreds'' of
intercontinental ballistic missiles.
subsequent intellingence reports.
howeser, showed that the "threat"
amounted to fewer than fifty
unreliable liquid-tueled missiles, of
which fewer than ten were considered
operational. At the point in the earls
sixties. Sosiel missile lechnologs was at
its infant's and could hardls match our
ads anced //tan missiles or our fleet of
600 manned bombers. I el the missile
scare led to the development of
America's more advanced 1finutenthti
missile ssslem.
Lockheed Missile and Space Compaey Inc.
Copyright, Time Inc
$ 1 he Soviets were not he outdone hs
this and other escalations of the arms Trident submarines, and flow the
to a more secure state, hut has instead
Pentagon
a rial 515 of recent
cited
race initiated hs the I. nited Slates. I he cruise missile and VIX missile. Each of
made the world much more dangerous.
Sos jet weapons programs. ,
spiralling nature of the arms race has these ssstems has or will inspire the
I et the scare tactics continue. For
Denouncing the nuclear weapons
seen the I oiled Slates lead in the Sosiet I, Mon to follow silk. Roth sides
e‘ample. consider the statements of
freeie initialise, he stated, "I believe
deselopment tit such weaponrs as the now possess an ads anced generation (it
Senate candidate Dasid t mers. In a
that to pass a free/t' resolution that
•'multiple independenits -largetahle re- globalls .destructise super weapons.
recent intersiew with the ON It Pi%souk! lock us into the militars position
entrs %chicle" i %DR% I. the Polaris and Our weapons program has NO I led us Orono limes (Oct. 13, 19142), he
4111 page 11
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Dancing
with
doom: A physicist describes
arace run outof control
by Peter Kleban

- At a Glance: Military Resources
, Warsaw Pact, & People's Republic of China

NATO
Warsaw Pact
China
ost people know that
lation
575,000,000
376,600,000
1,034,400,000
nuclear weapons are very
GNP
$5,727 Billion
$2,019 Billion
$552
Billion
destructive and that e
Military
Soviet Union possesses vast
mbers
Spending
- $2.41-8illion •
$57 BlItor of them. However, fewrealizeMilitary
situation is.
just how extreme
Manpower
4.9 million
4.8 million
4.8 million
The atomie--eombs exploded over
Strategic
Nuclear
Hiroshima-slid Nagasaki at the end of
Weapons
10,200
7,800
Several hundred
World War II completely destroyed
Theater
Nuclear
the central part of each city and killed
Weapons
21,000
on the order of 100.000 people from
10-15,000
NA.
the immediate effects of blast, heat
Tanks
28,000
63,000
11,600
and radiation. Many others died from
Anti-tank
long term effects. These bombs were
Missiles
300,000
NA.
NA.
large, unwieldy devices, dropped from
Other Armored
planes.
Vehicles
53,000
83,000
4,000
Today the U.S. and U.S.S.R.
Heavy Artillery
15,200
24,000
18,000
possess enormous strategic arsenals
Combat Aircraft
10,500
10,850
of intercontinental ballistic missiles
6,100
Helicopters
(ICBMs), submarine-launched mis12,350
4,500
350
siles, and long-range bombers.
Major Surface
"Strategic" refers to weapons that
Warships
403
2131
32
can go from America or the Soviet
Attack
Union, or vice versa.
Submarines
These delivery vehicles are armed
(incl. cruise
with one or several hydrogen bomb
missile subs) 224
298
104
warheads. The ICBMs can go across
half the world in about 30 Minutes.
NA.—Data Not Available
leaving the atmosphere shortly after
Source:
1980-81 Dept. of Defense, IISS, CIA, CDI
being launched and re-entering it near
the target at speeds on the order of
15,000 miles per hour.
destroy 70 percent of the industry ir
nuclear explosions. These include
Modern technology has reduced the
the Soviet Union. Thus, one submarpossible depletion of the ozone layer,
size of these bombs even while their
'ine carries the power to completely
significant blocking-out of sunlight,
power has increased.
A typical -destroy the U.S.S.R. as a
climatic changes due to dust and
functioni
ng
smaller warhead could easily fit under
- industrial society, and probably in any
smoke, radioactive fallout, epidemics,
your bed.
other sense as well.
and social and psychological disrupThe explosive power of current
If the Soviets were to launch all their
tion on a scale never before experbombs varies, but an "average" (one
strategic weapons at the U.S. (and
ienced
in human history.
These
megtton) warhead is 70 times more
once the missiles are launched, there
long-term
effects are generally igpowerful than the one dropped on
is no way to stop them), and only half
nored by the U.S. government in
Hiroshima. One such explosion would
of them exploded on target, there
describing what would happen in a
be sufficient to annihilate the largest
nuclear war.
city, instantly destroying all buildings
This kind of destruction is so
within a 1.7 mile radius and most
Nations with nuclear weapons in
massive that "war" becomes a
within 3 miles, killing millions of
1951
misnomer—who would even want to
people from the immediate effects of
China
see, much less rule a country that had
blast and heat, and setting fires from
France
undergone such devastation?
thermal radiation at distances up to 7
Great Britain
addition, the ozone layer, atmospheric
miles.
Many more people would
.....
India (?)
effects and part of the fallout could
Soviet Union
suffer the delayed effects of radiation
extend across the entire Northern
United
States
due to fallout. The number of severe
Hemisphere and even around the
burn cases to be expected from just
Nations which could have nuclear
globe.
one such explosion far exceeds the
weapons by 1991
Given these facts, it is hard to credit
number of beds in the burn wards in
President Reagan's statement last
Argentina
all the hospitals in the U.S.
Brazil
spring that the U.S. is inferior to the
An attack on a city with one
Iraq
Russians in nuclear weapons, and that
"average" bomb would be a catastroIsrael
we must catch up before arms
phe without precedent in human
Libya
reductions can be negotiated. This is
Pakistan
history.
But we now have the
simply incorrect. The present situaSouth
Africa
potential for something far worse.
tion is like two boys in a room up to
South Korea
The total of Soviet and American
their knees in gasoline. One has
Taiwan
strategic weapons is the equivalent of
fifteen matches, the other twenty.
12,000 such bombs. Each side- can
Who's ahead?
destroy the other many times over.
would be the equivalent of one such
Forty years of building more and
To give one example, a single
"average" explosion every 30 miles
better nuclear weapons and the means
American Poseidon submarine typicalacross the length and breadth of our
to deliver them has left us and the
ly carries 16 missiles, each of which is
country. The effects of such a massive
Soviets in a position where we are far
armed with 10 independently targetnuclear attack by either side on the
less safethan we were without them.
able (SO kiloton) bombs, for a total of
other might well destroy everyone in
Another argument often made by
160 warheads. These are sufficient to
the country. This is especially
-ow government for building more
kill 30 percent of_ the people and
be-ef-tbe -long-term effects- eU--weapons is that The Soviets
May soon

i

A.,
have enough and sufficiently accurate
missiles to destroy all our land-based
missiles in a surprise "first strike" or
"counterforce" attack. This is clearly
ridiculous. One American submarine
carries enough explosive power to
destroy the U.S.S.R. Our subs are not
detectable, and there is at present a
fleet of more than 30,.of which about
20 are at sea at any given moment.
Furthermore, a first-strike attack, to
be successful, would require the
coordinated firing of thousands of
missiles, with very little room for
error. There is no way to be sure in
advance that this would work, and
failure would be fatal. But success
would be as well! The attacker would
have to hit the other side with so many
bombs that the long-term indirect
effects would cause very serious
damage to his own country.
A first strike only makes sense to
the deranged. No sane leader could
seriously contemplate one.
What should we do about this?
Clearly the first step must be to stop _
building more nuclear weapons—a---=-nuclear freeze. Present levels, on
either side, are far more than enough
to-destroy the other. There is no need
for more. A freeze in itself will not
solve the proVeni— we'll still have all
the bombs already constructed. But it
is an important first step.
One should also realize that a
nuclear freeze of this sort would
represent a major change of policy.
The number and sophistication of
nuclear weapons has been- increasing
steadily since the first atomic bombs
were developed. The Reagan administration plans to add about 6.000
additional warheads to the U.S.
arsenal over the next decade. Several
new weapons systems (Trident. MX,
cruise missiles) are on the drawing
boards or about to become operational.
Therefore, even though 80 percent
of the country is in favor of a mutual
Soviet-American freeze on nuclear
weapons, such a step will not come
easily.
But it can happen, with
ehough pressure on the administration
and our Representatives and Senators.

"A freeze in itself will not
solve the problem—we'll
still have all the bombs
already constructed. But it
is an importantfirst step."
Regardless of the outcome of this
particular election, we must do
something about nuclear weapons
before they do something about us.
What effect can one individual have on
something so massive and seemingly
beyond our influence? There are two
ways to be effective. (1) Knowledge-is
power. Learn the facts about nuclear
weapons and spread your knowledge.
Tell your friends, talk to your family.
The more people who understand how
great the danger is, the less likely
nuclear war becomes.
(2) Take
political action.
Write to your
Senators and Representatives; vote for
candidates that share your views (and
let them know it); work for a nuclear
freeze. America is a democracy, and if
enough people want something and
are willing to vote and work for
candidates and organizations to get it,
it will happen.
The future is threatening, but not
without hope. A volcano cannot be
stopped from erupting; a hurricane
takes a course which we cannot
control.
But nuclear war can be
prevented— people made these weapons and people can dismantle them.
Peter Kleban is an associate professor
ofphysics at UMO.
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COME MEET
THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES
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Governor Joseph E. Brennan
Ken Hayes- Candidate for State Senate
4c)

Nancy Whitman-Candidate for State Representative
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Futility offigures

vs
fact offear
by .K.Balakrishnan

The complexity and the ambiguity of
these nuclear statistics can often
produce dubious results leading to
ugust 6 noted the thirtyirrational conclusions. The U.S.
seventh anniversary of the
government has stated that we need
Hiroshima holocaust.
parity in strategic forces in each
Ironically, two significant
category. It is no doubt true that the
events occurred only one day before:
Soviets have more land-based missiles.
(1) the Reagan administration touched
But we do not need parity in the
off a nuclear test explosion nearly eight
ICBMs for the simple reason that all
times. as powerful as the Hiroshima
these land-based weapons on both
bomb in a 2100-foot deep underground
sides will become vulnerable with the
test site at Yucca Flat, Nevada and thus
increasing accuracy of missiles. Hence
punctuated its recent decision to
the argument that we have a "window
postpone
negotiations
on
a
of vulnerability" because the Russians
comprehensive test ban treaty; (2) the
might use their ICBMs to destroy all
U.S. House of Representatives very
our land-based ICBMs is not very
narrowly (204-202) defeated-a-call for
convincing. It is also estimated that the
an immediate and verifiable freeze in
total explosive power of the Russian
Soviet and American nuclear arsenals.
weapons is more than that of the
The Reagan Administration is now
American weapons. But at the same
claiming a "significant victory" based
time these American weapons are
on this House vote even though
designed to achieve greater accuracy
President Reagan had individually
with smaller payloads. Again the
beseeched several members to oppose
Russian fleet is supposed to be nearly
the resolution. His contention is that a
three times as large as the U.S. fleet.
freeze would perpetuate what he sees as
But American submarines carry more
the United States strategic inferiority
missiles and more warheads on each
and would undermine American arms
missile. It is also an established fact
control negotiations at Geneva.
that the U.S.S.R. has introduced many
But are we really inferior? Facts and
new weapons such as SS-18, SS719, and
figures say not,for one thing, we have
SS-20 and hence the claim that we
more nuclear warheads than the
should also catch up. The American
Russians; this is a very important
record here is not at all inferior. We
measure of relative strength even
progressed from Minuteman 1 to 2 to
though one could argue that at the
3; from Polaris to Poseidon to Trident.
present level of strategic studies, the
The range of Trident I is 4000 miles
U.S. has 9500 strategic nuclear
and it is reported that it is likely to
weapons, weapons for use against
become 6000 miles. Our cruise missiles
enemy cities or military installations
which are deployed on our 8-52
while the Russians have about 7000.
bombers can penetrate into the Soviet
So much for overall statistics. It is
Union; they have no defense against
equally informative to compare how
this. All said and done, our strategic
diversified these strategic forces are
forces are superior to those of Russia.
deployed on both sides. The arsenal is
In any case, such statistical
divided among three delivery systems. comparisons of the
arsenals of the two
Approximately fifty percent of our
superpowers are nothing but exercises
nuclear force is based on invulnerable
in futility when each power has a
nuclear-powered submarines, twentyresponsive capacity far greater than
five percent is on bombers which can
that the most powerful attack could
take off from the widely dispersed
possibly require. Speaking of hydrogen
airfields and land-based ICBMs make
bombs, President Eisenhower said in
up the rest of the arsenal. By contrast,
1955: "There comes a time when a
the Russian nuclear force is far less 'lead' is not significa
nt in the defense
diversified and consequently much
arrangements of a country. If you get
more vulnerable: 5500 of their
enough of a particular type of a
weapons (more than 70 percent) are
weapon, I doubt that is is particularly
land-based missiles. Furthermore, the
important to have a lot more of it."
Russians have no forward-based Whatever is
enough for deterrence is
aircraft capable of striking the U.§. sufficient for defense.
So a numerical
Thus,
considering
the
totfil
inferiority in one category is not a
effectiveness of the three distinct cause for concern. But
what is causing
components of our nuclear triad, we
universal anguish is the fear that the
are in no way inferior to the Soviet
world is threatened by the possibility
Union. •
that some day this enormous arsenal
may be used. Our only hope lies in a
substantial reduction of these weapons
of annihilation. It was this sense of
anguish that motivated the nuclear
freeze movement a few months ago.
Unfortunately President Reagan does
not seem to comprehend this universal
concern. He is still firmly resolved that
*Cheap Thrills with 3-Devo
enemy missiles will not force the
and Wall of Voodoo only S4 in
United States to take a more moderate
advance. (Advanced student
and cooperative position in the affairs
price)
of the world today but he fears that
Americans who support the freeze
Bar Harbor Bicycle Shop Fall
movemen
t may succeed in bringing
Sale goes until Sat. Nov. 13 20
about
such
a change. Those of us who
percent off all fitness equip.
support the freeze do hope and pray
twenty percent off all bicycle
that his fear may be realized--the
clothing and accessories 15
sooner
the better.
percent off all new bicycles in
stock we will be open 'til
Dr. Balakrishnan is the UMO
Christmas we will do Christmas
Coordin
ator for the United Campuses
layaways. Open 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
to
Prevent
Nuclear War IL/CA AfJ, and
288-3806
professor of mathematics at UMO.
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INTERESTED'
- IN STUDYING
ABROAD?
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, November 3
6:30 P.M.
101 English/Math
This will be yOur
opportunity to ask
everything you always
wanted to know about
Studying Abroad.

WHAT DO MOST
UMO WOMEN
VOTERS HAVE IN
COMMON WITH
KEN HAYES?
* They support equal rights
* They
understand
that
fiscal
responsibility must include careful
thinking about how budget cuts affect
vulnerable groups of people
* When they say "goverment for the
people," they mean for women, children
and the elderly as well as working men
* they oppose candidates who
consistently vote against social programs
that many women and children need

VOTE FOR KEN HAYES
FOR STATE SENATE ON NOV.2
Renate Delphendahl

Jo Ann Fritsche
Mary Childers
Ruth Nadelhaft
Sandy Gardner
Marie Urbanskl
Frances Minima
Deborah Pearlman
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TheililaineCampus'A
Dance „A\e‘di
Saturdris
csaN october 30
due to the numerous
and conflicting activities on
Saturday

TEE STABLE INN
"The Inn for all reasons"

For Reservations Call

(207) 989-3200
SHOW RING
THE STABLE INN
IRON KETTLE TAVERN

•

4411 WILSON STREET
BREWER, MAINE 04412
U.S.A.

featuring
Crybaby
Thursday
October 28

Star-Studded Double Header!
Thursday and Friday
Night at
The Planetarium,
120 Bennett!
Sky Tonight 7:00
Skylights-The atmosphere and beyond 8:00

$1.00 Student $2.00 General
Reservations recommended call 581-7739
m
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CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP SERIES
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Topics will cover:

Walter Schoenberger

Thefreeze: no panacea'
but a step to hope
The history of arms limitation
has been discouraging. Since
World War II government6 have
been negotiating periodically in
efforts to reduce both conventional and nuclear weapons.
They have had some notable
successes among which are the
nuclear test ban agreement, the
non-proliferation
agreement.
the agreement banning nuclear
weapons in space. the agreement restricting arms in Antarctica, the SALT I agreements.
and the agreement banning
nuclear weapons on the deep
sea bed. Each of these agreements has, only in a very limited
fashion, restricted the ability of
the world's governments to use
military force as an instrument
of foreign policy.
Failures to limit Arms have
been more significant than the
successes. The ongoing United
Nations negotiations in Geneva
have resulted in few if any
restrictions. The SALT 11 treaty
is moribund. The negotiations
regarding mutual balanced
force reductions and limitations
on intermediate range missiles
in Europe have been underway
for considerable time with no
results. START talks are hardly
off the ground. Moreover, fat
economic, political, and strategic reasons, heavily armed
governments of the world are
producing arms for export to
regimes in many states. The
world, despite all efforts to limit
arms, is now more heavily
armed with more deadly
weapons than at any time in its
history.
This should not be surprising.
In the international system,
governments have the responsibility to defend their national
security and can count on no

*Defining Career Objectives
*Discovering and Marketing Your Skills
*Resume Writing/the Cover Letter
*Job Search Strategies
•
•

•
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KARATE
For self-improvement
as well as self-defense
EASTERN MAINE scHom
OF SELF-DEFENSE
c29 Franklin St.,
Bangor
PH. 947 - 4067
Next beginner's class
StartS Tuesday, Nov. 2,at6P.M.
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Walter S. Schoenberger is a
professor of political science at
UMO.

contact Cathy Marquez, Career Planning and Placement,
581-2226, OR
Linda Lerner, Non-Traditional Student Services Coordinat
or, 5R1-7043.
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outside power to guarantee their
defense. To ask them to limit
arms in any way which would
significantly weaken their defensES is to ask for too much.
They #4have armed, they are
arming and they will continue to
arm.
The search for arms limitation
is. however, a useful task. Any
agreement. however
small,
tends to reduce international
tension and to facilitate international negotiation of outstanding differences. This growing
detente, in turn, tends to
promote future limits on arms as
international threats are re-duced. Only through persistent
-diplomatic efforts to reduce
international tension, can arms
limitation progress. One means
of reducing such tension is arms
limitation itself. The proposal
for a nuclear freeze. presently
before us, is one such step
which can reduce the chances of
war. In itself, it will not reduce
the nuclear weapons which the
United States and Soviet Union
presently deploy, nor will it
reduce the ability of each to
defend its security. Whatever
the estimate of the present
nuclear balance, each will continue to have sufficient nuclear
capability to deter the other's
use of such weapons. A nuclear
freeze should, however, reduce
Soviet-American tension and
improve the conditions within
which START and other arms
limitation negotiations are being
conducted. It maybe a first step
to a limited but useful reduction
in such weapons. It should be
supported.

Mondays, November 1st, 8th and 15th, 12:00-1:00 PM, South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
or
Wednesdays, November 3rd, 10th and 17th, 3:30-4:30 PM, South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Lounge

Maine voters will have an opportunity this November
2 to choose between
George Mitchell, above, who supports a mutual and
verifiable freeze and
David Emery, a Republican who supports the Reagan
administration's antifreeze stance. Mitchell and Emery and running for the
U.S. Senate.
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HEINEKEN NIGHT
Thursday

rms race
Continuedfrom page 5
mentioned Trident submarines and
that we now face would provide for a Cruise Missiles.
It also includes
continued and dangerous balance in Pershing II ballistic missiles for
favor of the Soviet Union. Much of Europe, MX missiles and B-1 bombers.
the military equipment that we now
The beneficiaries of this program will
depend on is very old. Some of it is be big weapons laboratories and
very capable, but the Soviets have been defense contractors such as Lockheed
building a massive number of new and Rockwell International.
The
systems: new submarines, new air- nuclear freeze would halt the
craft, new land based missiles, modernization program and cut off the
strategic systems that we have been economic gains these corporations
debating for years but that we have would make. Thus Ronald Reagan,
Dave Emery and others who oppose
never built."

An economy dependent on military solutions
to hypedforeign "threats."
Emery goes on to list several the freeze in favor of massive
systems, including the new Soviet SS- rearmament are representing
the
18 missiles, the Typhoon submarine interests of wealthy, powerful weapons
and the Backfire bomber.
We makers.
Lost is the will of the
supposedly
possess
"_`nothing populace to be secure from the threat
comparable." But on April 2, 1982, of nuclear annihilation.
the New York Times published
Indeed, we have a war economy
Defense.- Department information dependent on military
solutions to
comparing
numerical
weapons hyped fovign "threats." It has caused
strengths. The figures indicate that the many serious, detrim
effects on
U.S. has a substantial advantage in our society. Our
has been
"invulnerable" submarine based compromised by wea
onstructed
missiles. The Soviets depend on land- with facade of making us more secure.
based missiles which are easy to find Our natural resources have
been
and are therefore vulnerable to attack.
drained by the weapons' voracious
Hence, the 4750 MIRV warheads on -appetite for minerals, land and energy.
submarines constitutes an incredible Our finest minds have been trained
to
advantage for the United States. The produce ever more sophisticated
Soviets have only 1900 such warheads.
technologies of death.

Four Major Military Indicators

Strategic Nuclear Weapons
Military Spending
Military Personnel
Major Surface Warships

It is false to think that the United
States has simply let the Soviets
"build" while stvnding by and
"debating." In fact U.S. production
of nuclear warheads has increased at
the astounding rate of three per day
(over1000 per year). We have tested
deadly accurate cruise missiles and
have produced the most advanced
submarine in the world, the Trident,
which has 24 missiles with ten to
seventeen warheads apiece, and more
explosive power than ever used in the
history of the human race.
What is missing in this numbers
game is an appreciation for the concept
of OVERKILL. Both sides have long
ago passed the minimum required
aresenals for mutual destruction of
each other as functioning societies.
Opponents of the freeze fail to point
out that it is meaningless to worry
about the next several hundred
megatons of destructive power to be
added to each side's arsenal. The first
one hundred or so were sufficient for
any
rational
conception
of
"deterrence."
If the proposition that the U.S. is
behind in the arms race and would be
lodteci into this position by a freeze is
irrefutable, why do politicians such as
Emery and Reagan cling to it? To
answer this question, we must consider
the interests which these men
represent. Reagan has proposed a
massive $200 plus billion nuclear
"modernization" program.
This
includes the building of the previously
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Anti-Soviet
(U.S., other
NATO, China)
10,500
$298 Billion
9.7 million
435

Soviet
(Warsaw Pact)
7,800
$202 Billion
4.8 million
281

Did anyone notice the dominance of
military contractors and institutions at
UMO's Career Day? The value of an
education must surely be greater than a
job at a submarine base or missile
plant. It is a sad reflection on our
economy and society to see such high
value placed upon the warmaking
aspects of human endeavor.

U.S. production of nuclear
warheads has increased at a
rate of over 1,000 per year.
Where, then, are we to find truei
security? Is is not true that our foreign
adversaries are untrustworthy and need
to be militarily checked? Certainly, the
Soviet Union (like the United States) is
a dangerous military power.
But
certainly, the nuclear arms race is not
the solution
to international
differences. We must instead work to
mutually declare that the existence of
nuclear arms is the antithesis to
humanity's well being.
We must,eliminate militarism as a
"solution" to foreign problems. The
power to execute international threats
must be removed from the militarycorporate elite.
Perhaps then the
human community would be closer to
life secure in peace and understanding.
Olsen is a research assistant at
the physics department at UMO.

Heineken for just $1.00
at the Bounty Ttherne
Holiday Inn,Main St.,Bangor
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The Golden Scissors
132 N. Main St., Brewer
989-1934
Men's Cuts...$4.00
Ladies...$5.00 off on perms
Mon.-Sat. 8am-5pm
Thurs. & Fri. Eves.
by appt. Mon
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Ask For Kathy or Helen
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Deliveries Every Day 7:30-10:15 pm.

FREE DELIVERIES ON
ORDERS OVER $10.00

October Specials
(delivery only)

(does not include beer)

Lg. Steak & Cheese $2.00 Lg. Roast Beef $2.00
Lg. Chef Salad $1.50

The New
Paramount Lounge
THURSDAY 28
Ladies Night,2 drinks for the price of 1,
music by Jerry Pierce & Company

FRIDAY 29
Dance to music by Jerry Pierce & Company

SATURDAY 30
Halloween Costume Party,$50.00 cash for
the Best Costume, music by PEYOTE

SUNDAY 31
Sick call 1:00 your favorite cocktail $1.00,
dance to the music of TRIX

MONDAY 1
TALENT CONTEST, if you can play an
instrument,hum,whistle or sing a tune
call 945-5270from 8-3, after 3 call
945-9050(no erotic dancers please)
Talent winners may be eligiblee for bookings
NO COVER CHARGE
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A festival
of blues
J.B.Hutto
It's time Tor a break. Time to get away to
something different. Time to relax and enjoy the
good, things life has to offer. Time to forget
priOlems.
It's time to boogie.
Saturday night is the time-8 p.m. to be exact.
Tais is when three Blues bands, sponsored by Student
Entertainment and Activities, will perform in
Memorial Gym.
J.B. Hutto and Johnny Copeland, considered by
many as two of the greatest living guitarists, will
combine with Maine's own Blues Over Easy in this
festival of blues—
.
-Hutto and Copeland are both names synonomous
with the reemergence of Blues in the '80s. Hutto and
the New Hawks have been placed by music critics at
the forefront of a movement which encompasses
authentic urban blues and high-powered rock and
roll.
Although Hutto began his recording career in the
early '50s, it wasn't until rock rediscovered the blues
in the '60s that his reputation spread.
Copelandis a blues singer and guitarist from Texas
who was exposed to the modern sound of the city
blues in the '50s. By 1955, as a teenager, he was
playing with house bands throughout the state. His
music is rooted in the bold and brassy soul-blues of
T. Bone Walker, B.B. King and Ray Charles, and he
now fronts an eight-piece band.
Blues Over Easy is a Portland-based group which
has been playing together for more than two years,
and it came together when several musicians were
listening to Hutto in one of his shows. Since then the
four-piece band has become increasingly popular.
Tickets are $4 for UMO students and $6 for the
general public and may be purchased in the Union,
Discount Beverages in Orono and at T-Shirts and
Things in Bangor.

ohnny Copeland

Saturday,Oct.30,1982,
•••

at8 p.m.

^

in Memorial Gym

Blues Over Eas*y

-
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Military spending dooms mankind
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MPAC member sees vital
need for funding
To the editor - --I was surprised to learn that
at the last student senate
meeting, a resolution was
proposed which called for
student
providing
no
government funding for tne
Peace • Action
Maine
(MPAC).
Committee
Obviously, the activities of
MPAC would be severely
curtailed if the group did not
receive funding. This issue
will be decided upon at the
next student senate meeting.
I have been a member of
MPAC for two years now. It
has been a tremendous
learning experience for me,'
even more so than a lot of my
coursework. I also think that
many people in the university
community benefit from the
programs we present.
My particular area of
interest has been Central
Some of the
America.
activities which I have been
include
with
involved
researching and writing an
article for our newsletter,
bringing a speaker from El
Salvador to campus last
and showing
December,
a
several
movies and
slideshow. I have also helped
man tables in the union where
we collected about S100 that
that was sent to a Catholic
bishop to aid refugees in El
Salvador and Honduras.
Central America is certainly
one area of the world that wg
hear a lot about today. It is an
area that has been plagued

with political instability and
violence, MPAC has beeri
providing an opportunity for
people to learn about
problems in some of these
countries.
These include
general social conditions,
patterns of land ownership
of
and the distribution
Tovernment- response
to opposition, and the recent
escalation of military
involvement by the United
States. MPAC has stimulated
debate over such questions as
"What is the role of Soviet
intervention in the El
Salvadorean revolution?"
MPAC is one of the few
forums on campus where one
can examine such issues in any
other light than from the
traditional conservative
viewpoint.
In the past, and again now,
we see people putting forth
arguments to deny MPAC
student government funding,
not because these arguments
make any sense, but because
those people don't agree with
MPAC's perspective. They
dig up all the dirt they can to
try and hurt our group. The
fact is, is that MPAC provides
an important educational
service to the University
community. It would be a
shame for this not to continue.
I hope that the student
senators will act responsibly in
deciding this issue at the next
student senate meeting.

Active break?
To the editor:
How was your October
break? '
Feeling
any
discomfort? What do these
questions mean to you and
how do they relate to herpes,
syphilis, and/or gonorrhea?
Today, Oct. 28, at the
Women's Center Meeting at 4
p.m. in therPeabody Lounge,
guest speaker Marie Guey
will be discussing VD and
other health issues. All are
welcome and even encouraged
to attend.

Bob Paradise
Orono

To the editor':
Today's trend of budget
anting—where is it leading us,
We have been
the U.S.?
:utting everything from the
Social Services such as
_to.- college
financial aid
students. Maybe even more
disturbing for us future
engineers, scientists, and
general human beings is, along
with those great- Curs, a large
increase in military spending.
We have stopped spending on
the non-Military -Science
Community of Private Sector,
and now we are pouring
billions upon BILLIONS into
the Military Complex. Do we
ever become safer because-of-

it?
Must we -become a
our new wonder "The Space
"Military_ ----State"
that
Shuttle" is being militarized.
perptuates armaments and
Twisted, it's all being twisted.
devices of destruction? Are
What we need is not more
we not tired of discussing who
military or a "Military State",
has first strike capability or
which Reagan promotes, but
who has more nuclear fire
something the people can look
power? Why can't we use that
up to and build on. We don't
money for the betterment of
need to appreciate the 1950's,
but build onto the future of
mankind
Before we had other
Mankind rather than doom 4,
interests such as general
with bombs. A little military
science and health programs.
may be all well and good, but
with too much, mankind will
Now all I feel are cold
destructive winds coming. To
pay in the end. By the way,
think we sent menTo the moon _Jimerica
for peace and for mankind, --Man ki
and now what is space coming
the map.
to--a place for military
Joel Spencer
satellites. On top of all-that,
427iCinnt

_

MPAC has substantial merit
To the editor:
Over the last few years,
MPAC has been one of the
most active and educationally
significant groups at UMO.
Speakers, films, plays, =and other
programs-----on
contemporary issues like
South Africa, world hunger,
El Salvador, nuclear war
would not be a staple of
campus life without MPAC.
Organizers of these activities
are often committed to a
political perspective contrary

to that held by most students.
But MPAC does not endorse
or
work
for
political
candidates. It does support
certain legislation such as
stopping military aid to El
Salvador.. But is that a
violation of the Student
Government Constitution?
Afterall, the Student Senate
just approved funding for the
Wildlife
Society
which
supports the Endangered
Species Act and the WildeStein Club which supports
legislation
to
end

discrimination against
homosexuals. It seems to me
that the university community
would be better served if
Student Senators who so
strenuously object to MPAC
would promotethocreation and
funding of organizations they
support
rather
than
camouflage their own politics
behind Constitutional
legalism.
Sincerely,
Howard Schonberger
Professor of History

Hannibal horrors relived
To the editor:
In response to Tom
Blodgett's October 14 letter
entitled 'On a more serious
note...', we would like to say:
"Aw-, cone on, Tom!" When
you spoke of horse manure
accumulating you forgot to
mention that a horse was
standing over your typewriter
when you wrote your note off
moral outrage. Sorry, old
buddy, but you forgot that
there are still a few of us left
who started out at this
university with you--at good
old Oak Hall!
You were never in on those
2:00 a.m. raids on (R.A.) J.
Lopez's room for food, right?
You never
-• banged on our door

BLOOM COUNTY
EXCL/56 ME.
1511-46W A
(ARES ROOM
IN THIS
POILVING

OH I AGREE, MR. FRE,5iPENT...
'THE EPtTORIAL. tok/A5 IN-THE
kl)R51- F0551EXE TASTE...
"ABOMINABCE." Y65 5IR
"IN5ULTiNG YES SIR

at 4:00 a.m. and got us out of
bed to celebrate the fact that
we all had an eight o'clock
exam--that wasn't you with a
six of brew laughing insanely
in the hall, was it? No, you are
a serious student. You were
never even near those snowball
fights with Hannibal, and
never laughed like H. with the
rest of us when the girls in the
Hart pen got trash cans of
water dumped on them. It
couldn't possibly have been
your popcorn popper that
smoked up half the dorm
when you were snoozing right
beside it on an evening
strangely after happy hour.
No, of course not!
The thing is, most every

freshman, or even sophomore,
is at heart, just burning to
create laughs, or raise hell,
and you know very well that
things like buckets of water,
squirt guns, etc., are not the
same as real damage to
property or person. We are
not talking about that and you
know it! There are many more
important things to worry
about than the freshmen
crazies. So don't be so heavy,
and get that horse out of your
room--it's against Residential
Life's policy!
Respectfully submitted,
Chris McDonald
Larry Rogers

by Berke Breathed
WHAT'S'MAT ? YOU
LIKE A FEW CHOICE OR125
wrm THE FER5ON WHO
WROTE IT?

HERE.

Marguerite Roosen
Women's Center
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black bear notebook
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Bears roll past UConn 21-7,DiPaolo injured
While the rest of us were off
to who knows where or at UMO
catching up on homework, the
football team spent part of their
October Break in Connecticut
where it beat the UConn
Huskies 21-7.
The Bears are now 5-3 overall
and 2-2 in the Yankee Conference and a victory against
Northeastern at Alumni Field
Saturday would insure UMO a
winning football season for the
first time since 1965.
The victory against the
Huskies was produced in less
flashy style than some of their
previous wins. This time it was
the defense that kept the Bears
in the game and waited for
the injury plagued offense to
click.
Junior halfback Nick DiPaolo,
in only his second start since
Lorenzo Bouier's broken leg,
suffered a sprained ankle on
Maine's sixth play from snmmage. Paul Phelan scored the
Bears' only first half touchdown
four plays later, but for the rest
of the half the backfield had a
hard time adjusting to new

The once familiar sight of Maine offensive linemen opening the
big hole for
Lorenzo Bonier may become a reality soon as Bonier is trying desperately to get
into the Black Bears last two games. Bonier is suffering from a broken
kg and is
49 yards shy of breaking the all-time New England rushing record.
positions.
Led by senior cornerback
John Chisholm, who tied a

••-•••••114,14/4,0444.444A4Wdam.04,...M*00-W1*-04-4-1•14,
0
,
0;•44,
0;*04tay.4.4.m....440.1

school record with his eleventh
career interception, junior free
safety John McGrath, with his

fifth interception of the season,
and senior linebacker Bob Lucy,
who was in on 16 tackles, the
Bears' defense held UConn to a
lone touchdown and only 264
total yards Saturday.
The Maine offense came out
in the third quarter and finally
moved the ball like they have
become accustomed to which
enabled the littlest Black Bear to7.-- tie and then break an
Division 1-AA - record—he—hesbeen chasing since the-"-esdlast season.
At 9:21 of the third quarter
Phelan added his second touchdown of the day to put Maine
ahead 13-7. But of course,
teams get to try for extra points
in football-so Ron Rogerson sent
5-8, 151 pound sophomore Jack
Leone onto the field just like he
had done successfully 33 other
times this season (and 16 of 18
times last year).
And although it was his most
tense moment on a gridiron,
Leone, from Quincy, Mass.,
converted his 35th-straight
extra point and etched his name
into national prominence.
continued on pg. 15
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Choiniere sets record,harriers
retain title

Bears roll,Chisholm,
Leone set records

of another freshman. Beth Hesram to
by Chuck Morris
round out the top tsp.Staff Writer
Tammy Perkins:" making a comeThis past Saturday the two-time
earlier season injury,
back fro
defending women state cross-country
continued from pg. 14
Ira_
strong
race
to finish in 19:04,
champs placed seven of their runners
in the top 14 to successively keep the— -food for 12th overall. Ballinger said,
Leone's next kick, after a Rich
"Tammy is improving every race."
trophy at UMO.
LaBonte touchdown, set a new
Linda Emerson finished 14th (19:17)
The University of Southe6 M nine was
mark of 36.
with
teammate Cindy Lynch close
ith
distant
second
63
points. 33
a
. -It's incredible, I still can't
behind
in
15th
(19:19).
Other
UMO
behind the B1ak Bears. Maine coach
believe it," Leone said, "I
runners who competed were Kern
Jim Ballinger said, "USM ran surp-was
riding home with my father
Darcey
(17th),
Kathy Smith (25th),
_--riSingly well." Bates finished third
after
the game and we just
and Carol Cote (41st).
r
with 76 points followed by Bowdoin
couldn't
believe I had set a
The women's next meet is the new
(80) and Colby (117).
national
record."
Englands at Franklin Park in Boston
The original 3.8 mile UMO course
this Saturday. They finished fifth last
was shortened to 3.1 (five kilometers)
With Nick DiPaolo's sprained
year and Ballinger said to stay
to meet the Maine Association of
ankle,
Rogerson has penned
consistent is the team's goal. This will
- Inter-scholastic Athletes for Women
sophomore Mike Garcia to start
have
to
be
done
without
the
services
of
(MA1AW) standards.
at right halfback Saturday
Sue Elias, however. Elias, with her
Black Bear standout Jo-Ann
against
Northeastern.
torn hip muscle, said, "I might be able
Choiniere also defended her individual
Garcia a native of Staten
to
run
indoor
track."
title as she set a course record of
17:46.2. Choiniere established a large
lead on the field in the first mile to
deny any upset. The teams' technical
advisor, O.J. Logue, said, "Jo-Ann
had an exceptional day. She is runing
with great intensity." Teammate Rose
Prest finished in 18:21 to give the
Bears a tough 1-2 finish.
Freshman Sonja McLaughlin was
the third UMaine harrier to cross the
finish line. McLaughlin was eighth
Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.
overall as she was outkicked by two
USM runners which left her one place
shy of being named to the All-Maine
team.
The next two finishers were also
Black Bears. Jenny Cunningham was
two seconds behind McLaughlin in a
Smooth and light, French-style
time of 18:55 and three seconds ahead

Island, New York, rushed for 32
yards against UConn and has
amassed 80 total yard& this
year. Garcia is the team's
leading kickoff returner this
season having run back seven
kicks for a 22.4 yard average.
Lorenzo Bouier is still ranking
one, two, and three in the
country in scoring, rushing and
all-purpose running respectively. Number 24 still hopes to
play against Northeastern, but
he is going to wait and see.
Chances seem quite good that
he'll be in the line up for the
team's last two games against
UN11 and Holy Cross.
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DISCOUNT COUPON
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Gesmasi Foods
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cAfe FRANCAS

FRENCH STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEARAGE

GENE.RAI Food);
INTERNATIONAL COnEES

eapitficcino
[ANIAN STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

YIN

Creamy rich, with an orange twist

Professional Hair Styling
244 Hammond St. Bangor

Gereats1 Foods
Icocarsstionst COFIEES

with this sossPeh

$1.00 OFF ALL
HAIRCUTS
$5.00 OFF OUR REG.
$25.00 PERM

"Sdbhail300"

3rish5Ifocha7ytint
!MN STYLE _INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint.
Tun

Thins br Art'

Marcia St. Pierre
Don Hosie 947
'
3924
947-4870
Now through
Dec. 31,1982

I

3-

"Epargnez304,
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asse Mocha

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Rich and chocolcifey Swiss.

There will be a
Panel Discussion
put on by the
Dungeons and
Dragons Club to
answer questions,
present information
and form support
for final approval
by the Student
Senate. All who
have an opinion
either pro or con
are urged to attend
When:
7:00 Wed Oct 27
Where:
Damn Yankee
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be assigned transferred or reproduced. Customer
redemption of property received and handled
roust pay any sales tar. \Aar where prohibited,
coupon moll to Gelitlft4 Foods Corp PC) Box
taxed or restricted by law Good only in U S A
103 Kankakee IL 60902
This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated Any other use constitutes fraud
08111111114. MODS

GENERAL FOODS CORPORADON

Available at: UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
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Bulimia and Anorexia Nervosa

The

priceof

"Now you see it, now you don't.
Here you have it, here you won't...

result was horribly deformed and
mangled feet. In the Victorian era, the
18-inch waist was in fashion. Women
wore corsets which often were so tight
that they dislodged internal organs.
Some women went so far as to have
their lower ribs removed. Sounds
pretty drastic doesn't it?
Unfortunately, the cost of beauty
has also gone up with the inflation of
the 1980s. Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia are two very serious eating
become
have
that
disorders
increasingly prominent in the last 5
years. These two diseases center on an
obsessive fear of getting fat. When a
person develops anorexia nervosa or
bulimia, their weight control becomes
their measuring stick of self worth.

Segments of perfect human flesh
light the screen. Luscious red lips sip
diet cola. Sleek bodies clad in skintight lycra invade the tube. Perfectly
rounded female derrieres wiggle by as
salivating men follow with their eyes.
Board flat stomachs, shapely legs, and
bronzed Amazons in bathing suits
parade onto the pages. These are the
beautiful people - they are the ideal.
This is what we all want to be!
What is the price of being beautiful?
Women in Japanese societies once
bound their feet to make their toes curl
under their feet, so that they could
achieve that dainty step effect. The

--

ingCenteropens
forproblematicEnters

•

.
I
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Many women deal with stress and
tension by eating to excess. Some
women (anywhere from 10 to 20
percent of college age) binge op large
amounts of food and eliminate the
food by vomiting, using laxatives, or
going on a severe fast. This condition
is called "bulimia."
Psychological treatment strategies
have been developed to help the
bulimic individual change this
problematic way of relating to food.
If you are interested in a group for
women with this problem, contact one
of the Counseling Center offices, at
either Cutler Health Center (581-7128)
or Fernald Hall (581-7937) to schedule
an interview with one of the
counselors.
Time: Wednesdays, 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.,
starting Oct. 27

HElp %%anted
A

-at the Ram's Horn
Would you like to get some
practical experience for future
employment? The Ram's Horn
needs volunteers to help with the
and
planning, organizing
If
promoting of programs.
interested contact Business
Manager Allan Corriveace, 5817179.

Groups Leaders: Joyce Stein and
Maxene Doty
Even if you cannot meet this time,
call one of the center offices anyway;
individual counseling is available

Study Abroad
opportimities
Learn about the Study Abroad
oppurtunities available to you
by attending an information
session on Wednesday, Nov. 3,
6:30 p.m., 101 English/Math. A
Study Abroad experience
provides:
1)
An opportunity to gain
knowledge of other people, their
their
and
attitudes,
interrelationships.
2) Insight into the very nature of
culture and how American values
differ from those of other
peoples.
3)
A learning experience in
coping with new and unfamiliar
situations.
4) Great personal satisfaction.
5) Qualifications in demand by
today's employers.
A Study Abroad experience
can provide an understanding of
other cultures, a requirement for
living in today's global village.

Win $25
Design a logo
for the Student Abroad Program
Contact Ruth Barry
Memorial-Union forDetails(7042)

beautiful-'7'77:
Over a period of time, anorectics lose
Food is viewed as the enemy. People
with these eating disorders often have a 25 percent of their normal body weight
and usually need to be hospitalized.
distorted view of imperfection. They
fear rejection, failure and most Even at this stage of deprivation, they
importantly, a loss of control ovet still sec themselves as fat.
The results of both disorders are
The most-their eating habits.
Bulimia (from vomiting)
important thing in life becomes the serious.
causes stomach ruptures, utIcers,
control of weight gain.
change in metabolism, heart and
But it goes beyond juSt that.
kidney damage, as well as tooth decay.
Bulimia is characterized by the
The list goes on. Anorexia nervosa
overwhelming desire to gorge on high
and
malnutrition
the
calorie food. People with bulimia causes
gorge themselves on foods often accompanying problems, changes in
consuming as many as 55,000 calories metabolism, drastic loss of weight and
in one day. Typically after such an can cause a fine growth of hair all over
eating binge, the bulimic purges the body. Many people with these two
him/herself of the food. They feel so eating disorders end up in hospitals,
guilty that they either induce vomiting, but they are the lucky ones. Bulimia
or take large quantities of laxatives or and Anorexia nervosa are often fatal.
All this in the name of beauty.
durectics to flush out their systeins.
Commercials tells us what it is to be
This urge, gorge, purge syndrome is
termed Bulimia when the behavior beautiful. Advertisements bombard us
becomes uncontrollable and the with propaganda about the "ideal"
woman. We are told what it is to be
damage begins.
Anorexia Nervosa is another type of sexy.
They sell it; we buy it. What are we
eating disorder. Anorectic people have
distorted views of their bodies. They really bang sold?
One thing is obvious. For thousands
characteristically go on long term
starvation and strenuous exercise of men and women, "Beauty don't
programs in an effort to lose weight.
come cheap."

Harvardprofessor
to sneakon women
Dr. Ruth Hubbard, department of
biology, Harvard University, will
present a lecture on "The Politics of
Women's Biology." The lecture is
scheduled for tomorrow, Oct. 29, 3 - 5
p.m., 100 English/Math.

This is part of the series
"Traditionarnd Nontraditional
Perspectives on Wbmen" sponsored by
the Leadership in Education Equity
and Women in Curriculum Projects
and the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Hilltop Health Club
Fall Fun Run
5 miles
around the camlius
$3 entry fee donated
to the Ronald McDonald House.
Ribbons will be awarded to
1st thru 5th place male
1st thit 5th place female.
Register day of race
behind Oxford Hall.
Date: Oct. 30
Beginning Time:
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